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Collecting Liberty Seated Dimes
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Christian Gobrecht’s Liberty Seated Design made its first public appearance on the Dime in the summer of 1837. It was a striking departure
from anything produced by the United States Mint previously. All earlier coins portrayed a bust or head of Liberty. The new design had a beautifully rendered full body Liberty seated on a rock with a shield bearing
her name and a pole in her arm with a cap at top. This design somewhat
resembles the figure of Britannia found on English copper coins of the
era. Limited numbers of these first coins were made though many of
the earliest were saved as examples of the new type. The Design was
modified in 1838 to include 13 stars around the border to represent the
original colonies. The Seated Dime was significantly altered again in
1837 Liberty Seated Dime
1840 with the addition of a heavy drapery and redesign of Miss Liberty’s
body; a reduction in the size of the rock upon which she is seated; and a change in orientation of the shield
she holds. This design was not as appealing as the original creation, but still attractive. The Liberty Seated
design remained a fixture for the remainder of the 19th Century except for a few minor design changes.
Most United States citizens would not encounter the Liberty Seated Dimes on a
daily basis. Throughout the 1840’s, foreign silver coins were still commonplace in
U.S. commerce, and the Spanish or Mexican Real was the usual coin seen. When
the Seated Dime did circulate, concurrently with the Real, the Dime often traded
at par with the Real which caused it to be valued at 12 ½ cents. However, the Seated Dime was not often seen, as mintage figures were often low. The denomination
became even scarcer with the discovery of California gold in 1848. This raised the
price of gold in terms of silver and made silver coins profitable to remove from 1853 Liberty Seated Dime
Reverse
circulation. Weight standards were changed in 1853 to remedy this issue, but
other factors such as the world price of silver, economic duress in the U.S. , and the Civil War contributed
to the sporadic availability of the Liberty Seated Dime over the next 25 years. When the intrinsic value of
silver finally became depressed due to the large discoveries of the metal, Seated Dimes finally made their
appearance consistent after 1875. While mintages of Seated Dimes were low in the 1840’s, issues from
1875 to 1891 were plentiful with a few notable exceptions such as the 1879, 1880, and 1881 Dimes and the
1885-S Dime.
The Liberty Seated era witnessed an incredible amount of growth and advancement. Consider the nescient
technologies that started around the series in 1837 and how far they had progressed by its end in 1891.
Railroads, a new mode of transportation in the 1830’s criss-crossed the Nation by Century’s end. Photographs first appeared with some regularity in the 1840’s as Daguerreotypes, made by the tedious process
invented by Louis Daguerre. These novel views captured life in a new and real
way not before seen. By the 1890’s photos were nearly everywhere and becoming
more common thanks to the work of George Eastman of Kodak. The first motion
pictures debuted about the same time; something unimaginable a half century
earlier. The telegraph revolutionized modern communications with its introduction in 1844. The telephone brought communications a step further by the time
the last Seated Dime was issued. Electric lights, modern industrial manufacturing, and oil drilling all originated in this era. Baseball and Football both started
1839 Liberty Seated Dime and became immensely popular during the Liberty Seated era. Early experiments

with ‘horseless carriages’ were also conducted late in the Liberty Seated reign. The fifty-five years of the
mid and late nineteenth century that were party to Liberty Seated Dime production witnessed inventions
and advances which in turn became everyday parts of our lives in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries.
The Liberty Seated Dimes series is a fun and challenging group to collect. The coins are a reminder of an
historic era that witnessed innovation and rapid population expansion. Scarcity and beauty add to the interest of finding many different dates and issues. Even a partial set can be impressive to see.
Liberty Coin Service stocks a diverse selection of uncertified and PCGS and NGC certified Liberty Seated
Dimes for sale.

View Our Inventory of Liberty Seated Dimes for Sale Here.

How to Collect Liberty Seated
Dimes – Three Different Ways
1876-CC Liberty Seated
Dime VF25 PCGS

1. The Basic Collection
The Liberty Seated Dime series is an advanced collection. There are many rare issues that are very difficult to locate. Even a mid-range (very fine) grade set will be expensive and challenging to complete.
Most collectors attempting to work on a set of Liberty Seated Dimes will not complete it. That should
not discourage a prospective collector, however. The series is full of beautiful, historic coins that are
enjoyable to pursue. More than half of the coins in the set can be acquired without excessive expense.
It may still take time to locate the commoner coins. The end result will still be impressive for the collector that buys nice consistent grade, evenly matched coins.
The strategy to collecting a set of Liberty Seated Dimes is to start with the most common coins and
build the set out to successively scarcer coins. Doing this will allow the collector to learn about the
series while keeping the overall initial investment small. As with any collection of coins, the set will
be most satisfying when the collector sticks with a consistent grade range and appearance. For Liberty
Seated Dimes, the optimal collector grade is probably very fine to extremely fine. Coins of this grade
have most of their details intact and often have a handsome appearance from circulation. At this level,
most varieties can be found and though many will be expensive, a large portion of the set can be acquired without breaking the bank.
Below is a listing of all the Liberty Seated Dimes in the series. The coins are broken into groupings
based on relative difficulty to find them in an approximate grade range of very fine to extremely fine.
(A similar list of mint state coins would be entirely different.) As recommended, start buying coins on
the common date list and work down to the scarcer date lists one at a time as you complete the set.

To assemble the collection, I would suggest buying specimens from groups in the lists below starting
with the first group and working down the lists in order.
The common dates – This group of coins is available nearly anytime. They can easily be
found in a wide range of grades, though some of the mintmarked varieties are a bit more
elusive. To begin a collection of Liberty Seated Dimes, start purchasing coins from this list
and build around them with consistently graded and matching pieces.
1842			1860			1883		1891-O
1850			1861			1884		1891-S
1851			1875			1885
1852			
1875-CC, MM Above 1886
1853, Arrows		
1875-S, MM Above 1887
1853-O, Arrows
1875-S, MM Below 1887-S
1854			1876			1888
1854-O		1876-CC		1888-S
1856, Sm. Dt.		1876-S			1889
1856-O		1877			1889-S		
1857			1877-CC		1890
1860 Liberty Seated Dime
1857-O		1877-S			1890-S
1858			1882			1891

The scarcer dates – This grouping of coins will be a little tougher to find than the common
issues listed above. Yet, most of them can be found with some diligence. Try to match the
coins in this grouping to the ones in the previous list with consistent grade and appearance
to the extent possible.
1838, Lg. Stars		
1841		
1858-O
1873, Arrows
1839			1843		1859		1874
1840, No Drapery
1845		
1859-O
1875-CC, MM Below
			1847		1868		1878
			1848		1870		
			1849		1871			
			1855		1872			
			
1856, Lg. Dt. 1873, Cl 3		

1859-O Liberty Seated Dime

The scarcer dates II – The coins on this list are much harder to find than the ones in the
first two groups. Most of these will only be available at larger coin shows or at online sites.
Expect to pay stiff premiums over prices listed in the Coin Dealer Newsletter or even retail
price guides for coins above the grade of very fine. The additional challenge for the coins in
this group is finding nicely made specimens. Many of the New Orleans Mint coins are softly
struck, so finding crisply made coins could be tough for many dates and nearly impossible
for some. The San Francisco Mint coins dated in the 1860’s are often weak as well. Many of
these have very faint S mintmarks. To compound difficulties, most of the surviving S- Mint
specimens from this era are far from pristine; most are cleaned. Coins from this group often cost hundreds of dollars each in the very fine to extremely fine grade range. Though that
may seem expensive for an individual coin, the scarcity here justifies the price; especially
for choice specimens.
1837 Lg. Dt.		
1850-O
1869-S
1837 Sm. Dt.		
1851-O
1871-S
1838-O		1852-O
1872-S
1838 Sm. Stars		
1860-S		
1873, Open 3
1839-O		1863-S		1873-S
1840 Drapery		1864-S		1874-S
1840-O		1866-S		1878-CC
1841-O, Open Buds 1867-S		
1884-S
1842-O		1868-S		1886-S
1849-O		1869

1869 Liberty Seated Dime

The Key Dates – The coins listed below typically have low mintages and are very elusive.
The 1844 Dime is perhaps the most common of the group and has a key status mainly from
past promotional efforts of the date. The 1853 No Arrows Dime is also more common than
some of the others, but is popular as a last year of issue design before the Arrows coinage.
The early San Francisco Mint coins are also very popular and experience healthy competition for acquisition. The 1860-O is always wanted too as a scarce O-Mint issued just before
secession. The ‘60-O would be much more in demand by O-Mint type collectors were it
not for the common 1891-O Liberty Seated Dime to satisfy this need. Coins on this list will
often sell for premiums over catalogued prices; especially for choice examples.

1846 Liberty Seated Dime

1844			1861-S
1845-O		1862-S
1846			1865-S
1853, No Arrows
1870-S
1856-S			1879
1858-S			1880
1859-S			1881
1860-O

The Key Dates II – All of the coins on the list are rare and some are exceptionally rare.
Whereas many diligent collectors will eventually be able to acquire most of the coins on
the previous lists, coins on this list may prove to be stoppers for completing the collection.
Though many are expensive, cost is not necessarily the problem. Some of these coins are
available only sporadically and may also be difficult to match to other coins in a set. The
1841-O, reverse of 1840 is virtually uncollectable as only a handful are known. The 1843-O
is available in lower grades, but it is a significant rarity above the grade of very fine. The
Philadelphia Mint coins from the 1860’s have miniscule mintages and are extremely hard to
find in circulated grades. Most collectors that buy those dates must settle for the more common proof specimens to fill the holes. The Carson City Mint issues are scarce and highly
popular, which puts a very high price floor on them. The mintage for each date is low, and
many pieces are damaged. The 1874-CC is the most elusive of all – it is a special occasion
to encounter one of those. The 1885-S is the most common of these coins; though it is still
quite rare. Its price is more in line with the earlier group of keys, but it is harder to find. As
with the previous group of keys, expect spirited competition for these and come with a full
checkbook.
1841-O, Rev. 1840
1865		
1872-CC
1843-O		1866		1873-CC, Arrows
1863			1867		1874-CC
1864			1871-CC
1885-S
1864 Liberty Seated Dime

Unique – The only known specimen of the 1873-CC No Arrows Dime is not available to
the numismatic market. It was once part of the fabled Eliasberg collection and, in fact, it
was last coin that Louis Eliasberg needed to complete his run of all United States coins from
1793. Barring the discovery of additional pieces, this coin cannot truly be considered part
of the Liberty Seated Dime collection.
1873-CC, No Arrows

Click Here for a free Collector’s Checklist to Help You Get Started!

2. The Liberty Seated Dime Type Set
The Liberty Seated Dime series is a complicated collection. For collectors without the patience or resources to complete a set, a representative grouping of the different types could make a fine alternative.
Since you are purchasing fewer coins, this set can be assembled with a higher overall grade. Extremely
fine would be a good grade for a circulated set. Though a mint state type set would be expensive, it
would still be within the means of many dedicated collectors. Another option would be to collect a
type set of Liberty Seated Dimes from each mint. This would include at least one very difficult coin to
find (Carson City Mint Arrows at Date). Below is a list of the different principal types of Liberty Seated
Dime.

Type I - No Stars Obverse
(1837-1838)

Type II - No Drapery Obverse
(1838-1840)

1838-O Liberty Seated
Dime

1839 Liberty Seated Dime

Type III - Drapery added to Obverse
(1840-1853)
1850 Liberty Seated Dime

Type IV - Arrows added at Date
(1853-1855)
1853 Liberty Seated Dime

Type IIIa - Drapery Obverse,
weight standard of 1853-55,
(1856-1860)
1856 Liberty Seated Dime

Type V - Legend Obverse,
Cereal Wreath Reverse
(1860-1873)

1861 Liberty Seated Dime

Type VI - Arrows added at Date
(1873-1874)

Liberty Seated Dime

Type Va - Legend Obverse,
weight standard of 1873-74, reverse slightly redesigned
(1875-1891)

Type Va1 - Same as Type Va but with mintmark inside wreath 1880 Liberty Seated Dime
(1875-CC and S only)

1875-CC Liberty Seated
Dime reverse

A major challenge would be assembling a proof Liberty Seated Dime type set. Though the coins can be
found with some work, the early types are very rare and typically more than $10,000.00 each. The type
I No Stars dime was only struck in proof for 1837. About 30 or so No Stars proof dimes are known;
so it is not an impossible rarity, but still expensive. The type II No Drapery obverse is one of the rarest
types of proof Seated Dimes. Only about six coins are known between all three years of issue with 1839
being the most common. The type II Proof Seated dime is rare and expensive, but not prohibitively so.
The Type III is also expensive, but though each individual date is rare, enough examples are available
from the 13 year time span they were issued to regularly locate one at a major auction. The type IVArrows at date is probably about as common as the No Stars type. The 1855 issue is most common with
about 20 known. Like the earlier types, the type IV Seated dime is expensive,
but obtainable. The type IIIa Seated dime is far more common than any of the
earlier types. It is the first type for which proof coins were produced in quantity. Nice coins can be bought for under $2,000.00. The type V, Legend Obverse
Seated Dime is ‘common’ in proof condition. This type was issued for enough
years to make proof specimens plentiful. A nice type V proof coin might cost a
little less than $1,000.00. A gem coin might cost $2,000.00. The type VI proof
Seated Dime is ‘common’ too with a total mintage of 1500 coins between 1873
1876 Liberty Seated Dime and 1874. The type VI coin is a little more expensive than the type V coin. The
Proof 62
type Va is common in proof condition and certainly affordable.

For collectors interested in collecting a Liberty Seated Dime type set from a particular mint, the table
below illustrates the type-mintmark combinations for such a set.
Type
I
II
III
IV
III a
V
VI
Va
V a1

Philadelphia

New Orleans

Reverse from Philadelphia

San Francisco

Carson City

Reverse from San Francisco

Reverse from New Orleans

Reverse from Carson City

The two rarities in the branch mint type set are the Carson City dimes of type V and type VI. Both
are hard to find. Collectors may wish to collect the type Va Seated Dime from Carson City as a substitute for the type V coin.

3. Love Tokens
The Liberty Seated Dime is probably the most common coin encountered as
a love token. From the 1870’s to the early 1900’s a popular gift to a loved one
was one of these coins carved with a special design for a loved one or special
occasion. Carvings can range from crude and simple to beautifully ornate.
Since one side of the coin is usually completely obliterated, it is possible to
collect coins by date but not usually mintmark. A nice run of these lovingly
made coins can make a wonderful collection. Since these coins are fairly
common, many of them can be purchased inexpensively.

Love Token

Read more about Liberty Seated Dimes
Breen, Walter. Walter Breen’s Complete Encyclopedia of U.S. And Colonial Coins. Doubleday
Publishing, New York, 1988
Greer, Brian. The Complete Guide to Liberty Seated Dimes. DLRC Press. Virginia Beach,
VA.,1992.
The Gobrecht Journal published by the Liberty Seated Collectors Club is also an invaluable resource for all things Seated. You can receive it by joining the club. Dues are about $25.00 per
year.
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